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DCqaf Implementation 

for a Fashion Retailer



THE CUSTOMER

THE CHALLENGE

The customer is a fashion retailer selling music and band-related 
apparels and accessories across 800 stores in the United States and 
Canada. Based out of Los Angeles, California they are selling 
licensed cartoon and pop-inspired merchandise via their website 
and selected store outlets across the country for 25 years now.

The customer runs multiple e-commerce websites to sell their line 
of products across the US. To begin with the challenges they faced

The customer’s existing infrastructure offered no multi-
browser testing capability and hence they had adopted 
manual execution of test cases. 

The customer’s reliance on manual testing procedures to 
ensure quality of their websites, PoS and MPoS systems 
resulted in slower test executions and ultimately it became 
increasingly difficult for them to market the product on time.



Their regression testing efforts were affected by repeated 
failures in test scripts that were executed during non-
working hours. The lack of reliable regression testing 
schedule affected their testing productivity.

With lack of performance server monitoring efforts, failure 
logs and informative reports, they found it difficult to track 
and fix the defects in the system. 

The existing testing procedure lacked intricate functionalities 
like lack of exception handling procedures and rigidity in 
programming structure that led to difficulty in 
understanding the reason for failures.

They were in need of a solid test automation framework, built with 
best-in-class tools, to run a rigorous testing schedule and improve 
their cost of quality and time-to-market metrics.

THE SOLUTION After doing a thorough proof-of-concept routine, the customer 
was introduced to DCqaf (Digital Commerce quality automation 
framework), Aspire’s automation testing framework. DCqaf has 
been extensively used to offer scalable and secure automation 
testing services to ecommerce and retail solutions. Its multi-
threaded and multi-browser execution capabilities offered the 
flexibility to reduce cross-browsing testing complexities. DCqaf has been 
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The customer initially managed three major brands under 
their enterprise and Aspire’s team offered to build a single 
robust automation framework to cover all of them along 
with browser (including support for chrome, IE and safari 
browsers) and mobile testing support. This construction 
helped them in reducing redundancy and increasing 
operational efficiency.

The team chose Selenium Webdriver to develop the 
automation scripts, improved the coverage to over 3000 test 
cases and integrated the entire framework with Jenkins.

Currently, the framework is fully integrated with test case 
management tool and CI tool.

They also support PoS and MPoS testing by building an UI 
automation unit that allows the test scripts to be executed 
for multiple configuration settings; the scripts are also 
designed to perform data validation at the backend for 
order placement.

Solution in detail:



Aspire’s team also helped the customer by integrating their 
ecommerce platform into Salesforce Commerce Cloud (a platform 
that allows its users to easily build customizable ecommerce 
websites across devices). The team studied customer’s 
requirements, planned, designed and implemented integration to 
several modules including customer interaction touchpoints, 
product reviews, user interface, payment methods, batch 
processing, fraud management, business manager, loyalty 
programs etc.

Test executions were orchestrated to be done 
simultaneously across the brands and the HTML test reports 
were programmed to be delivered to stakeholders’ inbox.

DCqaf’s BDD approach improved the readability of test 
scripts and logs for the decision makers and project team 
alike to make faster decisions.

Salesforce Commerce Cloud Integration:

Best Practices:

By effective use of monitors like PerfMon and by adding 
proper assertions and error messages, the team ensured 
that logging and tracking of tests are done thoroughly.

To fine-tune the framework’s performance, the team 
periodically simulated loads for various scenarios and the 
output performance data were generated as HTML files and 
graphs.

The team set up an exception handling system for improved 
performance and security.

They also added a start-up script in the framework that 
would check the availability of Jenkins service and trigger 
emails to stakeholders accordingly.

Test Automation Tool: Selenium Web Driver 
with Ruby and Cucumber and TestComplete

Automation Framework: DCqaf

CI: Jenkins

Version Control: SVN

Test Case Management: TestLink

OS: Windows and Mac

Performance Testing: JMeter

(Formerly known as Demandware)



BUSINESS
BENEFITS Aspire’s framework DCqaf eliminated the need for 

manual testing and reduced the manual effort by 
86% and 77% in UI testing of the customer’s 
ecommerce platform and PoS systems respectively.

The solution improved automation test coverage by 
97% and 85% for PoS and ecommerce site testing 
respectively.

DCqaf’s automation testing efficiency reduced the 
customer’s overall QA cost by 40%.

With DCqaf’s automation solution with multi-
environmental support, the customer is now able 
to release the product/enhancements to the 
market much faster.
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FUTURE IMPACT

Aspire’s futuristic DCqaf framework solution ensured that the 
customer’s business is adequately backed up with a solid testing 
system that would optimize their QA costs and exponentially 
increase their efficiency as they scale. 
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